
    



        
            
                
                    
                        
                            
                                Frequently Asked Questions

                                Artwork / image / photo submission tips

                                
                                         Q. What is pixel and how can I check the pixel adequacy of my artwork / image (photo)?

                                    
                                        A. Pixel, or sometimes known as resolution, is the basic unit of measurement for digital images. A high-resolution image will result in a better print quality than a low-resolution image. In a nutshell, printing with low-resolution will result in a blurred print quality, while a high-resolution will result in clearer and sharper print quality.

                                        To check pixel / resolution size of your artwork / image (photo):

                                        	Windows: right click on your file, select "Properties" and look under "Details"
	Mac: right click on your file and select "Get Info"
	Photoshop: choose "Image" and then "Image Size"


                                        The adequate image resolution will vary and will depend on the intended print size. Our online builder will display a message when you have selected an image that is below print requirements.

                                    

                                

                                
                                         Q. What file format shall I use?

                                    
                                        A. Our online builder accepts files in .jpg, .bmp, .tif, .png, and .gif.

                                    

                                

                                
                                         Q. Your cards designer doesn't accept my file. Can you help me do file format conversions?

                                    
                                        A. Yes, please check out our services for file conversions/setup/modifications here.

                                    

                                

                                
                                         Q. How do I resize an image to make it fit your card?

                                    
                                        A. If the image file that you uploaded does not fit our card properly and you want to resize it to fit our requirements (shown on the right hand side of our card maker just below the big red "upload images" button), you can either resize it on your own computer's image editing software or if you don't have this available, you can resize them using online image editing tools such as http://www.picresize.com.

                                    

                                

                                
                                         Q. Can I use Black and White or Sepia images (photos)?

                                    
                                        A. Yes, our online builder and printing capabilities support back and white and sepia images, as well as artwork designed on Paint or other graphic-design software.

                                    

                                

                                
                                         Q. How can I submit my artwork / image (photo)?

                                    
                                        A. You can upload your images straight from your computer via the upload feature located in the product page. If you do not have a digital image and need to have an image scanned, then please see below for scanning tips.

                                    

                                

                                
                                         Q. Can I use scanned images? And are there any tips for using scanned images?

                                    
                                        A. Yes you can use scanned images and for optimal quality please ensure the following:

                                        	Wipe your scanner bed to remove dust and particles 
	Scan original copy for optimal clarity (and not a copy version)
	Glossy photos have a better scan quality than matt
	Set the scan at 300 dpi


                                    

                                

                                
                                         Q. Are there images (photos) that do not reproduce well?

                                    
                                        A. The following is a list of images (photos) that DO NOT generally reproduce well:

                                        	Out-of-focus or blurred
	Severe exposure issues (too dark or too light)
	Have been altered or cropped
	Scanned under 300 dpi
	Shared/stored images from public websites
	Images sent back and forth via email
	Cell-phone images (unless the camera is 5 mega pixels or above)


                                    

                                

                                
                                         Q. How to prepare images for print bleeding and what is the safe area for ensuring my design is not cut off?

                                    
                                        
                                            A.

                                            Safe Area

                                            The Safe Area is highlighted with a red dotted line and is 36 pixels each side based on a 300DPI image. Keep text and other important parts of your design, image, or photo inside the Safe Area! During the production of your product, some of the content outside the safe area may be cut off. Everything inside the safe area will be preserved. Note that the red dotted line will not be printed but for your reference only.
                                        

                                        

                                        

                                        [image: playing card bleeding area]
                                        

                                        
                                            Poker size cards

                                            The actual printed size is 2.5" x 3.5" and the minimum image upload size requirements are 822 x 1122 pixels (300DPI).
                                            

                                            

                                            Bridge size cards

                                            The actual printed size is 2.25" x 3.5" and the minimum image upload size requirements are 747 x 1122 pixels (300DPI).
                                            

                                            

                                            Large size cards

                                            The actual printed size is 3.5" x 5.75" and the minimum image upload size requirements are 1122 x 1797 pixels (300DPI).
                                            

                                            

                                            Tarot size cards

                                            The actual printed size is 2.75" x 4.75" and the minimum image upload size requirements are 897 x 1497 pixels (300DPI).
                                            

                                            

                                            Mini size cards

                                            The actual printed size is 1.75" x 2.5" and the minimum image upload size requirements are 597 x 822 pixels (300DPI).
                                            

                                            

                                        

                                        Print bleeding

                                        To accommodate for print bleeding (yellow border area on image), there is an additional 72 pixels removed from each dimension (36 pixels each side based on a 300DPI image), therefore you will see 36 pixels cut off each side of your images that you upload. If your image upload is 900DPI, then the bleeding area for each side would multiply to 108px (3x36px). This is industry practice to allow printing to the edge without seeing inconsistent white gaps.

                                        
                                            Simple answer

                                                Basically, please keep everything you want printed inside of the red dotted lines. There is a small chance that anything in the gap between the yellow border and red dotted line to be cut off during production.
                                        

                                    

                                

                                
                                         Q. Can I store my artwork / image (photo) on your website?

                                    
                                        
                                            A. Yes you can easily store your artwork and images on our website inside your photo library. After uploading, please click on
                                            [image: save to photo library button]
                                            button located at the top (and bottom) of the page to save them into your photo library, a space we have created for your convenience.
                                        

                                    

                                

                                
                                         Q. What if I can't complete my designs in one sitting?

                                    
                                        
                                            You can save your project and return to it later by clicking on the "save" button
                                            [image: save project button]
                                            located at the top (and bottom) of the page.
                                        

                                    

                                

                                
                                         Q. Why is there a grey and white border on the upload image (photos) page?

                                    
                                        
                                            A. For clarity during the design process, the grey border is there to show you the card edge / rim. The white border is the bleed area, the point where it will be cut off during production. Both borders will not appear on the finished products. Also, we advise you to put all important text and artwork within the red dotted line, known as the SAFE AREA (for more information please refer to next question).
                                            

                                            [image: ]
                                        

                                    

                                

                                
                                         Q. Why can't I resize my uploaded image (photos)?

                                    
                                        A. If our online builder will not allow you to increase image size, it means that your uploaded image is at its maximum optimal size (going above will affect print quality).

                                        If our system won't let you reduce image size, it means your image is already at its minimum optimal size (going below will produce empty spaces).

                                        However, if your image is resizable, you can resize it from the image edit screen by moving the slider left or right.

                                        [image: resize image]
                                        

                                    

                                

                                
                                         Q. I can't get my images to fit. How can I get them to fit properly in the cards?

                                    
                                        A. Our program is created with artificial intelligence. If your uploaded image file does not meet our specifications, it will automatically best fit making sure that the entire card is filled with your image so that there won't be any unprinted white areas on the edges of the card on both the X and Y axis. To help you make sure you upload the right image dimensions, please download our specially made template files below.

                                        Choose size:

                                        Choose size of playing card template file to download (3 file types available). Instructions on how to use the template are inside the files.

                                        	Card size	Download file type
	Mini sized card

                                                    - (1.75" x 2.5")	
                                                    [image: ]
                                                    PSD
                                                    

                                                    [image: ]
                                                    AI
                                                    

                                                    [image: ]
                                                    PDF
	Bridge sized card

                                                    - (2.25" x 3.5")	
                                                    [image: ]
                                                    PSD
                                                    

                                                    [image: ]
                                                    AI

                                                    [image: ]
                                                    PDF
	Poker sized card

                                                    - (2.48" x 3.46")	
                                                    [image: ]
                                                    PSD
                                                    

                                                    [image: ]
                                                    AI
                                                    

                                                    [image: ]
                                                    PDF
	Traditional Poker sized card

                                                    - (2.5" x 3.5")	
                                                    [image: ]
                                                    PSD
                                                    

                                                    [image: ]
                                                    AI
                                                    

                                                    [image: ]
                                                    PDF
	Tarot sized card

                                                    - (2.75" x 4.75")	
                                                    [image: ]
                                                    PSD
                                                    

                                                    [image: ]
                                                    AI
                                                    

                                                    [image: ]
                                                    PDF
	Large sized card

                                                    - (3.5" x 5.75")	
                                                    [image: ]
                                                    PSD
                                                    

                                                    [image: ]
                                                    AI
                                                    

                                                    [image: ]
                                                    PDF
	Micro sized card

                                                    - (1.25" x 1.75")	
                                                    [image: ]
                                                    PSD
                                                    

                                                    [image: ]
                                                    AI
                                                    

                                                    [image: ]
                                                    PDF
	Domino sized card

                                                    - (1.75" x 3.5")	
                                                    [image: ]
                                                    PSD
                                                    

                                                    [image: ]
                                                    AI
                                                    

                                                    [image: ]
                                                    PDF
	Mini square sized card

                                                    - (2" x 2")	
                                                    [image: ]
                                                    PSD
                                                    

                                                    [image: ]
                                                    AI
                                                    

                                                    [image: ]
                                                    PDF
	Business sized card

                                                    - (2" x 3.5")	
                                                    [image: ]
                                                    PSD
                                                    

                                                    [image: ]
                                                    AI
                                                    

                                                    [image: ]
                                                    PDF
	Large square sized card

                                                    - (3.5" x 3.5")	
                                                    [image: ]
                                                    PSD
                                                    

                                                    [image: ]
                                                    AI
                                                    

                                                    [image: ]
                                                    PDF
	Circle shaped card

                                                    - (3.5" x 3.5")	
                                                    [image: ]
                                                    PSD
                                                    

                                                    [image: ]
                                                    AI
                                                    

                                                    [image: ]
                                                    PDF
	Hexagonal shaped card

                                                    - (3.25" x 3.75")	
                                                    [image: ]
                                                    PSD
                                                    

                                                    [image: ]
                                                    AI
                                                    

                                                    [image: ]
                                                    PDF


                                    

                                

                                
                                         Q. Is there a quick way to move my Facebook images (photos) to your online builder?

                                    
                                        
                                            A. Yes you can conveniently do this by clicking on the Sign-in to Facebook button
                                            [image: facebook button]
                                            on the right hand side of the online builder. Once you have signed-in to your Facebook account, you will have access to photos.
                                        

                                    

                                

                                
                                
                                         Q. How do I create my custom box design and what format should the images be in?

                                    
                                        Choose the custom tuck box option under "Choose packaging" on product page. Download the correct box template (PDF) depending on the type of card stock you have chosen for your playing cards. If you are unsure which one is right for you, contact us and we can help you.

                                        [image: custom box]
                                        Open the file on your own computer to design the artwork and save your completed custom box file and upload it back to us within our online cards maker after you have customized your cards. (If you only need a custom tuck box without the cards, go to see here.)

                                        We will check your files submitted to us for any problems and confirm the details with you. Images accepted: JPG, BMP, PNG, GIF, TIFF, EPS, PDF (Image resolution: Minimum 300 dpi). Reminder: Please add 3mm or 1/8" bleeding on all side and remove the black line before providing the box files.

                                        There is no minimum order quantity required

                                    

                                

                                 

                                See other FAQs
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    Did you miss it?
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            Currency

            

        

        Pay by

        

        Wire Transfer also available

        Stay connected
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        Your Account

        	My account
	Account details
	Order status
	Register
	Reorder
	Business accounts


    

    
        Our Products

        	Custom cards
	Boxes
	Blank cards
	MPCÂ® decks
	Chips
	Accessories
	We also do
	Custom Jigsaw Puzzles
	Custom Board Games


    

    
        Our Company

        	Contact us
	About us
	Help
	Shipping
	Guarantee & Returns
	Terms and Conditions
	Privacy
	Sitemap
	Refer us


    

    
        Subscribe to us
        
            Enter your email address to stay

            updated with us and receive

            exclusive members only offers.
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        Over 40 Years in the Games Printing Industry. No minimum order!
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                Design & Buy » 
                
                    	Card size & type
	Game cards
	Mini size playing cards
	Bridge size playing cards
	Poker size playing cards

	Standard (63 x 88mm)
	Traditional (63.5 x 88.9mm)


                        

	Big playing cards (50% bigger)
	Giant size playing cards
	Tarot cards
	100% plastic cards
	Pinochle playing cards
	Trump cards
	
                            

                        
	Wedding playing cards
	Transparent cards
	Monogrammed cards
	Braille playing cards
	Lenticular cards
	TCG token/cards
	Sports cards


                    	Custom type
	Custom back
	Custom face and back
	Custom game cards (blank)
	Custom back (text only)
	Complete custom requirements?


                    	Accessories
	Card box & packaging
	Blank card decks
	Brick boxes
	Uncut sheets
	Sticker seals
	Booklets
	Tarot cloth
	Chips
	Card sleeves
	Card clips
	Sample pack


                    	MPC® brand
	Gods
	Fried Chicken
	Transparent
	Fluorescent
	AQUA
	The ONE
	Chao
	Castle
	Metallic Foil
	Impressions
	Standard


                    	Special Printing
	High Gloss
	Gilded Edging
	Holographic Foiling
	Spot Cold Foiling
	Embossing
	Debossing
	Hot Foil Stamping


                    	Board games
	See details
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                    	Sell your designs
	Shop designs
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                    	Delivery
	About us
	FAQ
	Accreditations
	Business program


                

            


        
            Quick start:Game cardsPoker cardsBridge cardsTarot cardsBig cardsBoxes

            We ship worldwide
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